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In the framework of classical dielectric theory, the hemispherical geometry is studied. Calculations on
surface modes are carried out for isolated Drude-like hemispheres. The convergence of the results with respect
to the number of coupled terms in the expressions of the potential is discussed. The electron-energy-loss
probability is studied for Al and Ag particles involving this geometry. The surface modes and hence the
energy-loss probability are given by coupled expressions, the physical meaning of which is the coupling among
multipolar terms, because of the particular geometry. The results obtained here present a good quantitative
agreement with experiments in the case of clear surfaces~Ag! and provide a qualitative understanding for the
experiments in Al, in terms of the position and impact parameter of the beam. This allows us to set the validity
of the dielectric theory for cases that seemed to question it.@S0163-1829~96!02228-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of the scanning transmission electron
microscope~STEM! has increased the interest of studying
electron-energy loss. A target can be studied in a standard
way using a very well-focused fast electron beam 0.5 nm
wide and with an energy of 100 keV. Electrons transmitted
across the target provide information on a small area of the
target. When scanning the target with this beam, a high-
resolution image can be obtained. With the help of an ana-
lyzer, a transmission electron-energy spectrum can be ob-
tained for every position of the beam. This spectrum depends
on the geometry and chemical composition of the target in a
spatially localized region. The loss spectrum is divided into
core losses and valence losses: core losses are more easy to
interpret in terms of atomic excitation and, therefore, are
widely used. Valence losses are more intense and provide a
large amount of information, which, however, is more of a
challenge to interpret, because of the dependence on the ge-
ometry, coupling between surfaces, target size, and relative
impact parameter. It is possible to study in this way, e.g.,
oxide layer formation, metallic interfaces, and catalysis phe-
nomena.

Since Ritchie1 predicted surface excitations, the classical
dielectric theory has been largely applied in studying the
response of a medium to an incident charge.2–4 This theory
has been developed for planar interfaces by several
authors.5–9 The study of electron-energy losses, in small
spherical particles, was first tackled by Fujimoto and
Komaki.10 Schmeits,11 Kohl,12 Penn and Apell,13 among oth-
ers, applied the free-electron model to study losses in spheri-
cal surfaces. Ferrell and Echenique,14 showed the importance
of taking into account the contribution of all multipolar
terms, even for electrons not penetrating the target. Disper-
sion effects have also been taken into account in several
works.15,16 Bausells, Rivacoba, and Echenique17 studied the
case of penetrating trajectories. In most of these works, a
classical approximation is used when supposing that the
electrons are point particles moving with a constant velocity.
The validity and limits of this approximation have been stud-

ied by Ritchie18 and Ritchie and Howie.19 Echenique,
Bausells, and Rivacoba20 have presented an approach to the
problem of interaction between charged particles and sur-
faces based on the self-energy formalism. In this theory, the
beam is represented by a wave function, thus taking into
account quantum effects for the probe.

Modes and energy losses in different geometrical systems
have been studied by several authors: cylinders,21–25

spheroids,26 edges,27 cubes,28 two spheres,29 two cylinders,30

and the sphere-plane system.31,32 Many mixed geometries
have been studied in the literature trying to adapt theory to
experiments. Batson33,34 observed anomalous excitations in
the range of 2–5 eV in oxidized Al spheres that he attributed
to the coupling between the spheres. Schmeits and Dambly29

studied these effects theoretically, considering noninterpen-
etrating spheres. Similar anomalous loss peaks were reported
by Wang and Cowley31 for Al particles on different sub-
strates, but their theoretical development did not reproduce
the correct result in the limiting case of an isolated sphere,
raising doubts about their treatment. Howie and Walsh35 pre-
sented results for the case of small Al particles in an AlF3
matrix and discussed it in terms of dielectric excitation
theory for a two-phase medium. Ugarte, Colliex and
Trebbia36 studied oxidized Si particles that presented unex-
pected surface excitations at 3–4 eV, which they interpreted
with the introduction of a second ultrathin layer of Si on top
of the oxide layer.

Recently Ouyang, Batson, and Isaacson37,38 observed an
anomalous behavior in the energy-loss peak for Ag hemi-
spherical particles when varying their size. Wang and
Cowley31 observed hemispherical Al particles on a AlF3 sub-
strate that also presented unexplained peaks. Ouyanget al.
found a shift down in the electron-energy-loss peak~from
3.6 to 3.1 eV! going from 20-nm particles down to 2 nm in
diameter. The behavior of electron-energy-loss spectroscopy
~EELS! on particles less than 2 nm agrees with that observed
in optical absorption, which has been studied and explained
in the framework of the quantum theory.39,40 Ouyanget al.
claimed that the shift they observed was also due to quantum
size effects, but as we will see below, this effect can be
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explained in the framework of the dielectric theory for the
range of sizes studied~2–20 nm!. These anomalous data
make it necessary to study, in a more complete way, the
hemispherical geometry that seems to be the most proper
theoretical approach to these experiments, in the way that
this is the shape that the particles take when they are settled
on a plane. In our study, we will calculate the surface modes
for a Drude-like hemisphere and in a second step we will
study how modes are excited for different target sizes and
impact parameters. In this problem, all the multipolar terms
in the modes equation are coupled and a cutoff has to be
made; therefore, a discussion on the convergence of the
modes will be necessary. Results for Ag hemispheres—as
used by Ouyanget al.—confirm the validity of the dielectric
theory at least for particles larger than about 2 nm. The data
of Wang and Cowley31 are explained as well, involving a
hemispherical geometry. Using our scheme of space parti-
tion, EELS for other geometries as isolated or half-embedded
spheres can be successfully reproduced. The expressions
used in this paper allow the use of experimental dielectric
functions.41 This makes the results more relevant to experi-
ments. These points, taking into account both the material
properties and the geometrical features, are the two main
characteristics in our theoretical development.

II. HEMISPHERICAL SURFACE-PLASMON MODES

We will determine the surface-plasmon modes of a hemi-
sphere using the geometry shown in the inset in Fig. 1~a!. In
order to write the potentialf as a regular multipolar expan-
sion, we divide the space into three different parts, the di-
electric functions of which are«1, «2, and«3, respectively.
Then the potential in each medium can be written as the
appropriate multipolar expansion.

In the following, we will treat a metallic hemisphere in
vacuum, i.e.,«15«351 and «2[«512v p

2/v2, a Drude di-
electric function, in order to get well-defined surface modes
of the hemispherical geometry in the case of a metal with
bulk-plasmon frequencyvp .

The expressions of the potential are
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wherem5cosu, a is the radius of the hemisphere,~r , u, w!
are the standard spherical coordinates, andPlm~m! are the
Legendre functions. The coefficientsAlm , Blm , andClm are
obtained from the continuity of the potential and the normal
component of the displacement field on the surfaces between
two different media.

The continuity between media 2 and 3 yields

Clm5h lmBlm , where h lm5 H 1,e ,
l1m
l1m

even
odd . ~2!

The angular dependence of the expressions in the poten-
tial can be reduced by projecting over the spherical harmonic
„aPjm(m)e

imw
…, and then integrating over the hemisphere.

Because of the orthogonality of the seteimw on the hemi-
sphere, only themth term remains. Wang and Cowley31 cal-
culated hemispherical modes, but they only took into account
m50 modes. The importance of modes withmÞ0 will be
discussed below. ThePjm~m! set is not orthogonal in the
interval~0,1!, therefore the continuity between media 1 and 2
and 1 and 3, respectively, together with relation~2! lead to a
set of j linear algebraic equations that couples theBlm coef-
ficients for each value ofm:

(
l5m

Njl
~m!~v!Bl

~m!50, ~3!

FIG. 1. ~a! Lowestm-mode spectrum for a hemisphere when
increasing the number of coupled terms~j max!, that is the number
of equations to find the interacting modes. Two different ways of
convergence can be seen for an even (e) or an odd (o) maximum
number of equations. The pace partition for calculating the hemi-
spherical surface modes is shown in the insert. In our particular
case, media 1 and 3 are vacuum~«15«351! and medium 2 is a
Drude-like metal withvp515.1 eV and dampingg50.02vp. a is
the radius of the hemisphere.v is expressed in units ofvp . ~b! As
in ~a! for the first fivem50 modes with an even (e) or an odd (o)
maximum number of equations.
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whereN jl
(m)~v! is the matrix,

Njl
~m!~v!5@« l1 lh lm~21! l1 j1~ j11!

1~ j11!h lm~21! l1 j #Ml j
m , ~4!

and B l
(m) is the vector, the components of which are the

coefficientsBlm ,M l j
m is given by

Ml j
m5E

0

1

Pl
m~m!Pj

m~m!dm. ~5!

For l1 j odd, the integrals must be numerically computed,
while for l1 j even numerical values can be found in
the literature.42 Then they become M l j

m

5[d l j (2l11)][( l1m)!/( l2m)!], where dl j is the Kro-
neckerd. This means that only terms with different parity are
coupled, except for the case of the last term wherel5 j
5 j max, which can present the same parity.

The values ofv~5vm! that satisfy Eq.~3! are them
modes of the hemispherical geometry. This infinite set of
linear algebraic equations will have a nontrivial solution,
fÞ0 ~that is all the coefficientsBlm nonzero!, only if the
system matrix determinant is equal to zero, viz.,

det@N~m!~v!#50. ~6!

We obtain this coupled expression for thel coefficients,
because of the asymmetry of the problem~hemisphere!. If
we had considered a full sphere, we would have adl j factor
instead ofM l j

m. The coupling does not allow us to talk about
l modes for this hemispherical geometry, but rather we have
to talk about coupled modes. The only index corresponding
to a conserved symmetry that we can give these modes is the
azimuthalm value. We have to take into account the fact that
the equation system is infinite and then the number of equa-
tions j have to be truncated at a maximumj ~j max! for
everym in order to solve the linear system. Thisj max cor-
responds to neglectingj -polar terms withj. j max in the
potential. Equation~6! reduces to calculate the zeros of a
polynomial inv2 of order j max-m.

We examine, in Fig. 1~a!, the solution of Eq.~3! for the
energy of the lowest coupled modes, for different values of
m, as a function of the number of coupling equations, i.e.,
j max. Two features should be pointed out when analyzing
the convergence of the modes frequencies. The first is the
different way in which convergence is achieved when termi-
nating the set of equations by even or oddj max values. The
different behavior of the solutions depending on the parity of
j max1m, can be explained in terms of the pattern of their
corresponding charge density. Notice that terms with odd
l1m pile charge up at the bottom of the hemisphere~m50!,
while those corresponding to evenl1m do not. We have
already seen in Eq.~3! that thej th multipolar term couples to
other terms of different parity, except in the case of the last
term where l5 j5 j max, therefore, the coupling between
terms presents a different physical behavior, depending on
the parity of the last term that we consider, as it can be
observed in Fig. 1~a!.

The second feature is the fact that it is necessary to use a
very large number of equations to ensure good convergence.
It can be seen in Fig. 1~a! that there is a spectrum of modes
approaching 0.45vp for m51, 0.48vp for m52, 0.49vp for

m53, and 0.51–0.52vp for m50. Notice that the mode la-
beled asm51 presents the faster convergence behavior.
These are interesting modes to test in experiments, since they
differ in frequency from those in other geometries such as
the spherical one for which the first surface mode~l51!
occurs atv5vp/)>0.57vp . The slow convergence of the
mode frequencies is basically due to the fact that spherical
harmonics are not an ideal basis for describing geometries
that contain sharp surfaces~Gibb’s phenomenon43!, as in the
case of the hemispherical geometry. Nevertheless, the prob-
lem can be solved by taking into account a large enough
number of equations, as shown in Fig. 1~a!. It is evident from
Eq. ~4! that the positions of the modes, being solutions of
Laplace’s equation, which has no intrinsic length scale, do
not depend on the radius of the particle. However, the
strength of the different modes will depend on the particular
circumstances of excitation~radius, impact parameter, etc.!.

In addition to the modes presented in Fig. 1~a!, there are
higher modes for eachm value. In Fig. 1~b!, we plot the
lowest five solutions form50, where one can see a clear
difference in the value for modes with even or oddj max.
Opposite to the case of the first modes in Fig. 1~a!, here
branches corresponding to even and oddj max do not seem
to converge to a single value. This is connected to the dif-
ferent way of coupling of theM l j

m terms and, therefore, the
different scheme of piling up charge on the bottom of the
hemisphere. The charge density of them50 mode has no
azimuthal dependence, so it is distributed over the whole
hemispherical surface and bottom through thel coupling.
Because of this distribution, the parity of the lastl coupled
term in this case will become crucial in the charge distribu-
tion and in convergence of solutions. Although one cannot
properly speak aboutm50 modes, because of the problems
with the convergence, the limits and physical meaning of
these upper solutions will be discussed when studying the
spectra of losses. In modes wheremÞ0, the charge density
oscillation is proportional to cosmw over the hemispherical
surface, for example, the dipolarlike mode corresponding to
m51. The fact that them50 mode has a higher value than
some of the other modes~m51 and 2! is as well associated
with its peculiar charge-density distribution. On the other
hand, the larger the number of coupled multipolar terms is,
the more new upper solutions appear closer tovs ~planar
surface plasmon!. The mechanism to recover planar excita-
tions is, in that way, the piling of modes aroundvs that can
be excited by the particular circumstances of the trajectory,
as we will see in the next section.

III. ELECTRON-ENERGY LOSSES
IN HEMISPHERICAL PARTICLES

We will, in this section, show the validity of the dielectric
theory for large enough objects by comparing the predicted
energy losses with those of the experiments in Refs. 31 and
38, respectively. The formalism—presented here to give a
general overview—has already been used in other
geometries44 and consists in evaluating the screened interac-
tion for particle positions all along the trajectory. This
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screened interaction is calculated by making use of the stan-
dard continuity conditions. The dynamic features of the
problem are taken into account by multiplying the interaction
by the charge density of the probe and integrating over the
trajectory. In this way, the probability of losing energy\v
for an electron traveling with velocityv, as shown in Fig. 2,
is in atomic units:32

P~v!5
1

p E
2`

1`

dr 8E
2`

1`

dr Im$r* ~r ,v!Wind~r ,r 8,v!

3r~r 8,v!%, ~7!

wherer* ~r ,v! is the Fourier transform of the charge density
andWind~r ,r 8,v! is thev component of the screened interac-
tion at r caused by a charge atr 8.

This expression can be obtained both in a self-energy
formalism44 and in a classical treatment.32 The connection
between a classical and a quantal treatment was already
pointed out by Ritchie and Howie.18,19 In Eq. ~7!, retardation
is not taken into account, but this is supposed to be a good
approximation if the electron travels close enough to the tar-
get and if the target is<30 nm. Recoil is also not taken into
account, because of the high velocity of electrons considered
~100 keV!.

In order to write the screened interaction in a hemispheri-
cal geometry, we divide the space into four different parts
characterized by their local dielectric functions«1~v!, «2~v!,
«3~v!, and«4~v!, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. This space
partition allows us to recover the already studied geometrical
compositions, such as a sphere or an embedded sphere.

We have calculated the screened interactionW~r ,r 8,v! in
this geometry. We write it in spherical coordinates as a
proper multipolar expansion in every medium. We show first
the case of nonpenetrating trajectories (r 8.a), that is the
electron traveling in the medium labeled 1 all the time. The
generalization for penetrating trajectories can be performed
in a straightforward way. Following Zaremba,45 we write the
plane image potential separately. Then we have
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`

(
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r l

al11 Plm~m!eim~w2w8!

S r<a
p/2<u<p D . ~8!

The direct Coulomb term~in W1! and the planar ones~in W1
andW2! can be expressed as multipolar expansions too. We
have to calculate theAlm(r 8,m8) coefficients in order to get
the complete interaction in medium 1. These coefficients will
be given by an infinite set of coupled equations, as in the
case of the modes in Eq.~3!, but now we will have more
coefficients coupled toAlm(r 8,m8), because we are working
with a space divided into four parts. After using the continu-
ity of the interaction and its derivative normal to the surface
at every interface, we get the following set of equations:

(
l5m

`

@11j lm~21! l1 j #Ml j
mClm~r 8,m8!

2 (
l5m

`

@11h lm~21! l1 j #Ml j
mAlm~r 8,m8!

5 (
l5m

` F 2

h lm~«11«2!
1

2

«11«2
~21! l1 j GdlmS ar 8D

l11

3Plm~m8!Ml j
m ~9!

and

FIG. 2. Space division for calculating the energy-loss spectrum
for an electron passing a ‘‘spherical object’’ embedded in a surface.
Four different media are used in the calculations. Spherical coordi-
nates are used to describe either the media or the electron trajectory.
b is the impact parameter.
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wheredlm[( l2m)!/( l1m)! andM l j
m is defined in Eq.~5!.

Equations~9! and~10! constitute a twofold infinite set of
linear algebraic equations in the variableClm and Alm . In
order to solve this problem—as in the case of the modes’
equation~3!—this system has to be truncated at a maximum
j ~j max!. We will discuss the convergence of the results
below. Once the coefficientsAlm are calculated, it is possible
to evaluate the energy loss probability by using the expres-
sion of the screened interaction in~8!. We assume a classical
electron, moving along theX axis with velocityv as the one
in Fig. 2. In this case, the charge densityr~r ,v! is given by

r~r ,v!5
1

v
d~y2by!d~z2bz!e

2 ivx/v, ~12!

whereby andbz are the coordinates of the impact parameter
b5Aby21bz

2.
This yields
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with r5Ax21by
21bz

2, m5bz/r , andw5arctg(x/by).
In the same way that the hemispherical modes were cal-

culated, we now have to study the convergence of the spectra
given by Eq.~13!. It is convenient to realize that two limits
are imposed when solving this problem. First, an upperj for
the number of coupled terms in Eqs.~9! and ~10!, and sec-
ondly an upperl that controls the number of multipolar
terms, which contribute significantly to the value of
W~r ,r 8,v!. After having examined many spectra, we have
found that the important cutoff is the number of coupled
equations~j max! that sets the value of the coefficients. Once
these coefficients are solved, it is not as important to use a
large number of them, because the largel values do not
change the spectrum noticeably. It is enough to consider the
contribution of the 20 first multipolar terms for values of the
radius about 15 nm in aluminum.

In Fig. 3~a!, a loss spectrum for an Al~Drude! hemisphere
is shown. We have takenvp515.1 eV and used a Drude
dampingg, such thatg50.02vp . The radius of the hemi-
sphere is 10 nm and the electron travels close to the corner,
1 nm outside of it parallel to the hemisphere base. We find
that it is necessary to use at least 100~j max! equations
~dashed line! to ensure reasonable convergence. There ap-
pears an excitation around 7 eV~0.46vp!, which basically
corresponds to the hemispherical modem51 that we have
calculated in the previous section. The small shift in the
m51 mode energy is due to the damping that we are using.
The various modes of excitation have charge densities pro-
portional to cosmw, which in the case ofm51 corresponds
to a dipolarlike charge distribution in the azimuthal angle,
that is a positive charge in one half of the hemisphere and a
negative one in the other. The smaller peaks are related to
modes withm50 and 2, them50 mode coming from one of
the upper solutions that can be seen in Fig. 1~b!. The position
of these peaks depends strongly on the number of coupled

FIG. 3. ~a! Energy-loss probabilityP~v! for an Al Drude hemi-
sphere of radiusa510 nm when the incident electron passes near
the edge of the hemisphere~b511 nm!. The convergence of the
solution is shown when limiting the number of coupled equations
~j max! to 20 ~dotted line!, 100 ~dashed line!, and 200~solid line!.
~b! Energy-loss probabilityP~v! for an Al Drude hemisphere of
radiusa510 nm when the trajectory of the electron is axial. 20
terms~dashed line! and 100 terms~solid line! are used in calcula-
tions. In both cases,vp515.1 eV andg50.02vp .
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terms that are considered~as well as on the parity of the last
term!, as found in the case of the upper modes. Because of
the instability of these modes, one cannot be sure whether
they represent real excitations of the target or are merely
spurious peaks due to the limitations of the mathematical
approach. Nevertheless, the peak labeled asm52 maintains
a constant height, while its energy shifts down and ap-
proaches a fixed value, in agreement with the corresponding
tendency of the upper modes. In the case of the peak labeled
asm50, we observe that its height decreases with an in-
creasing number of terms in Eqs.~9! and ~10!. This mode
~m50! is the most problematic and we tend to think that it is
a spurious peak, because of the relatively poor convergence.

In order to establish the suitability of our approach, we
calculate in Fig. 3~b! the energy loss for an axial trajectory,
which can only excitem50 modes, which is the most unfa-
vorable situation, as we have seen~we use 20 and 100 terms
in calculations!. The size and characteristics of the target are
the same as in Fig. 3~a!. The screened interaction has been
calculated taking into account the penetrating trajectory in a
similar way to the previous spectrum. One can recognize the
similarity between the spectrum of losses, and the spread of
modes around thevs value that we talked about in the pre-
vious section@see Fig. 1~b!#. A dominating peak is observed
in 10.7 eV, that is the planar surface mode frequency, which
is recovered through thel coupling form50, because of the
accumulation of modes close tovs . For this beam position,
the geometry of the target does not differ very much from
that of a film or even from that of a sphere, since the corners
are far away from the trajectory and then their influence on
the spectrum is small. Echenique and co-workers46 proved
that, in the limit of very large spheres, the energy loss expe-
rienced by a fast probe could be interpreted in terms of the
stopping power of a particle moving near a planar surface at
an instantaneous impact parameter. We find in Fig. 3~b! that
the stability of the solution is quite good around the domi-
nant peak atvs . The other neighboring peaks concide with
some of the solutions that we calculated in Fig. 1~b!, but they
are unstable with a behavior similar to that discussed in the
previous spectrum. In spite of the slow convergence, it is
clear from these figures the validity of the spectra obtained
and that it is necessary to use at least 100 terms in the cal-
culations in order to obtain convergent results.

The formalism used here allows us to use experimental
dielectric functions, which allows for a more realistic de-
scription of the target excitation. In general, a much better
convergence of the multipolar series is obtained and no in-
stability appears for such a dielectric response function. In
Fig. 4, we compare the spectra for an aluminium hemisphere,
as obtained with the experimental«~v! ~Ref. 41! when the
electron passes close to the top of the target and close to the
corner. For an electron passing close to the top, the spectrum
is similar to the one of an isolated sphere, showing the typi-
cal 8.9 and 9.7-eV spherical excitations forl51 and 2. These
spherical peaks are excited via the piling up of modes around
these values, as mentioned before. Notice, however, the dif-
ference in strength. Using experimental values or a Drude«
gives a small shift of 0.3 eV and a different absolute weight
in excitations, but the qualitative behavior is the same, as can
be seen by comparing Figs. 3~a! ~dashed! and lineB in Fig.
4. When the electron travels close to the corner of the hemi-

sphere, there appears an excitation that does not correspond
to the spherical shape~lineC), as we have mentioned above.
This excitation appears for the top situation too, but with a
much weaker spectral strength, which is in agreement with
the impact parameter dependence for Al particles in the re-
sults of Wang and Cowley.31 This is the basis for our refer-
ring to this excitation as a hemispherical surface plasmon.

Ouyang, Batson, and Isaacson38 obtained high resolution
spectra~0.1 eV! for Ag targets that presented an anomalous
behavior when varying the size of the samples, as shown in
Fig. 5~a!. The targets are hemispherical Ag particles that lie
on a carbon substrate. These experiments present several ad-
vantages, because of the clean surface typical of silver par-
ticles, with no oxide layer, and no contamination on the sur-
face. A rough estimation of the C support effect can be
performed by assuming that the lower half space consists of
C. One can conclude that the C support effect is not very
relevant to the spectra in this energy range: the spectra are
shifted 0.1 or 0.2 eV down and peaks are broader than those
corresponding to the isolated hemisphere. The dependence of
the loss spectra on both the particle size and beam position
can be well understood, in this way, in terms of the spectra
corresponding to an isolated hemisphere. The convergence in
this problem is less difficult and has been commented on
above, so we do not discuss it for Ag particles. Anyway, we
always use a large enough number of terms in the calcula-
tions. We will solve the set of Eqs.~9! and~10! for ~see Fig.
2! «15«25«451 and«35« ~experimental Ag!.41 The use of
other optical data47 can shift the spectra a few tenths of eV.
Figures 5~b! and 5~d! show the spectra of Ag hemispheres
for two different sizes, 5 and 40 nm, respectively. It can be
seen that two dominating excitations appear depending on
the position of the electron. In all cases, electrons passing
close to the top of the particle present an excitation at 3.6 eV,
whereas electrons passing close to the corner present an ex-
citation at 3.2 eV. As we increase the size of the sample, the
top excitation~3.6 eV! is more important in weight than the

FIG. 4. Energy-loss probabilityP~v! for Al hemispherical tar-
gets of radiusa510 nm. In both cases, the electron travels 1 nm
from the surface parallel to the planar surface. The solid line (C)
shows the spectrum for an isolated Al sphere, whereas short dashed
(A) and dashed (B) lines show the spectra for an electron traveling
close to the top and the edge of the hemisphere, respectively. Notice
thatB can define the signature of a hemisphere in the same sense as
the Mie mode at 9 eV for the sphere.
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lower one, as Ouyanget al.observed in their experiments in
the range of 2–20 nm. Both excitation modes are present for
every size, but they are finally excited depending on the po-
sition of the beam and with a different relative weight de-
pending on the size itself. This gives the increasing tendency
from 3.2 to 3.6 eV. Mode frequencies are independent of the
radius and impact parameter, but not the coupling strength,
the weight of which will be given mainly by these particular
parameters. This is why there appear both excitations in the
experimental curve in such a narrow size range. The evolu-
tion of the excitation probability of the 3.2 and 3.6 eV peaks
for theC andA positions of the beam, respectively, is shown
in Fig. 5~c!. The dominating peak changes fromC to A when
increasing the particle size. The 3.6-eV peak (A) increases
its excitation probability with size in a monotonous way
@Fig. 5~c!#, whereas the strength of the 3.2-eV peak (C) goes
down and broadens out when the particle size is about 30
nm. The lower excitation (C) starts spreading upwards in
energy, as seen in Fig. 5~d! for a 40-nm particle, and hence
the excitation probability flattens out in this size range for
the 3.2-eV excitation@Fig. 5~c!#. In this way, the cause of the
change from 3.2 to 3.6 eV is most likely due to the spreading
up of excitation modes in the lower peak for a defined size of
the particle.

In the same way as it has been shown above for nonpen-
etrating trajectories, penetrating trajectories have been stud-
ied to compare, in a more realistic way, theory to experi-
ments. Similar conclusions can be inferred in this case with a
little shift down from 3.2 to 3.1 eV in the bottom excitation.
In Fig. 6, integrated energy loss probability versus impact
parameterb is shown for a 5-nm Ag particle at the edge
excitation ~3.1 eV! and the top one~3.6 eV!. For bigger
particles, a spread towards spherical and planar surface exci-
tations will take place. When the electron penetrates the par-
ticle, the closer to the edge of the hemisphere the electron
travels, the higher the 3.1-eV excitation is, whereas the
3.6-eV excitation peak keeps its strength almost unchanged
inside. For nonpenetrating trajectories, the edge excitation is
stronger in weight than the top one. This can explain why
there is such a strong spread of excitations in such a short
size range in Ouyang’s experimental results. Although the
3.6-eV peak seems to be connected to bulk losses, because of
the shape of the curves~almost constant for penetrating tra-
jectories and quickly decreasing for external ones!, the main
contribution to losses in this peak is due to surface losses.
The bulk term has been directly calculated from the direct
Coulomb term in the screened interactionW~r ,r 8,v! and its

FIG. 5. To the right~b! and~d! energy-loss spectraP~v! for Ag hemispheres when varying the radius~a55 and 40 nm, respectively! for
three different trajectories~A: u50°,B: u545°, andC: u585°! of the electron. The thick line is the average of three trajectories. To the left
~a! and ~c! experimental points by Ouyanget al., as in Fig. 3 of Ref. 38 and the integrated energy-loss probabilityP~v! of the 3.6- and
3.2-eV loss peaks in Ag hemispherical particles for theA andC positions of the beam, respectively, to the right. 100 terms have been used
in calculations.
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effect is just to shift the curve a little bit upwards for pen-
etrating trajectories, but not to change the functional depen-
dency. Hence, we can say that the 3.6-eV losses are con-
nected to spherical or quasiplanar surface losses, while the
3.1-eV ones are connected to edge surface losses. Both sur-
face excitations are present at the same time, but it is easier
to excite one or the other, depending of the size of the par-
ticle and the beam position itself. When we increase the par-
ticles’ size, we are more likely to excite the top mode~3.6
eV! and this is the tendency observed by Ouyanget al.

In other theoretical approaches to the problem of STEM
electrons interacting with small particles,14,26 spherical or
spheroidal shapes were studied and electrons could, there-
fore, not excite other modes other than the spherical or sphe-
roidal ones. Ouyanget al.38 introduced quantum size effects
to explain the shift in the 2–20-nm range but, as we have
shown, it is not necessary when using a better geometrical
description. However, it should be necessary to introduce
quantum size effects when studying particles less than about
2 nm.

Wang and Cowley31 have also presented data involving
hemispherical particles. They observed a shift of 3 eV~from
8 to 11 eV! when changing the shape of Al particles over an
AlF3 substrate. This shift can be observed in the loss prob-
ability when solving the set of Eqs.~9! and ~10! for «151,
«25«AlF3, «35«Al , and«45«Al for an embedded sphere or

«45«AlF3 for the hemispherical case. In Fig. 7, the spectra
for these two cases are shown. It can be seen how the 8-eV
peak (B) shifts up to 11 eV (A) as in the experiments and
another low-energy peak appears at 6 eV. In order to test a
more realistic case, we should introduce an oxide layer cov-
ering the Al particle, but it is known36 that the effect of this
is typically to shift the low excitation down about 1 or 2 eV.
We could try to reproduce this layer by making medium 1 to
be Al2O3. When doing this, the 6-eV excitation shifts down,
corresponding to the 4.5 eV observed in experiments.31 In
these experiments, the agreement is more qualitative, due to
the resolution~1 eV! and that we have not included the oxide
layer of aluminum. But as was pointed out by Wang and
Cowley,31 the importance of an accurate geometrical treat-
ment in studying surface excitations is clear, as both our
examples show.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied surface-plasmon excitation
in a hemispherical geometry, using a macroscopic dielectric
formalism. The various modes can be labeled by means of an
azimuthal numberm and we have discussed the meaning of
these modes in terms of the charge density associated with
them. As an application of the theory, we have studied the
spectra of charged particles, which follow specific trajecto-
ries relative to the target. We find that the spectra exhibit
additional peaks at energies lower than those corresponding
to the sphere modes. When the electron travels close to the
edge of the hemisphere, a dipolar excitation~m51! is acti-
vated at low frequency corresponding to one of the modes
obtained. These modes also contain planar excitations
through thel coupling for determined trajectories and large
enough targets. In order to obtain spectra as realistic as pos-
sible and to facilitate a comparison with experiment, we have
used the experimentally determined«~v!. In this way, we
have been able to explain the experimental results about the
relation between the excitation energy and size in hemi-
spherical Ag particles in terms of the beam position and a
more suitable geometrical description. We have also dis-
cussed Al particles on an AlF3 substrate. In neither case was
it necessary to introduce a microscopic description of the
electronic response. A classical dielectric theory seems ca-
pable of explaining most of the geometry-dependent behav-
ior of hemispherical particles larger than 2 nm.
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FIG. 6. Energy-loss probabilityP~v! versus impact parameterb
at 3.1 and 3.6 eV for hemispherical Ag particles with radiusa55
nm. Electron trajectories are as shown in the figure.

FIG. 7. Energy-loss spectrumP~v! for an Al hemisphere on
AlF3 (A) and an Al sphere embedded in AlF3 (B) of radiusa510
nm for the electron trajectory, as shown in the figure.
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